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Abstract

Discrete-event simulation (DES) and lean are approaches that have a similar motivation: improvement of processes and service delivery. Both are being used to help improve the delivery of healthcare, but rarely are they used together. This paper explores from a theoretical and an empirical perspective the potential complementary roles of DES and lean in healthcare. The aim is to increase the impact of both approaches in the improvement of healthcare systems. Out of this exploration, the ‘SimLean’ approach is developed in which three roles for DES with lean are identified: education, facilitation and evaluation. These roles are demonstrated through three examples of DES in action with lean. The work demonstrates how the fusion of DES with lean can improve both stakeholder engagement with DES and the impact of lean.
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1. Introduction

Simulation and lean are approaches that are rarely discussed together, particularly in the healthcare context. This is surprising given that they have a similar motivation: improvement of processes and service delivery. With the current focus on the efficiency of health services there has certainly been a growing interest in both simulation and lean, albeit that this has been largely along completely separate tracks. In this paper we ask how they might work to mutual benefit. In particular, we explore the role of simulation in the implementation of lean in healthcare. The aim is to improve the impact and engagement of both lean and simulation enabling them to work in a symbiotic relationship in improving healthcare systems. In particular, this paper aims to introduce an innovative and novel rapid approach to simulation.

Over the last decade there has been a rapid increase in the implementation of lean in healthcare. In a recent literature review focusing on the use of process improvement methodologies in the public sector 51% of publications sourced focused on lean, and 35% of the total specifically focused on lean in health services (Radnor, 2010). Indeed, lean in healthcare appears to have become widespread, especially in the USA, UK and Australia (Brandao de Souza, 2009). Where lean is being implemented tangible benefits have been reported such as reduction of processing or waiting time, increase in quality through a reduction of errors, a reduction in costs (Silvester et al, 2004), alongside intangibles such as increased employee motivation and satisfaction, and increased customer satisfaction (Radnor and Boaden, 2008). Chang et al (2011) show that quality and efficiency can be improved simultaneously in hospitals. However, it is also important to note that many of these
implementations have been confined to a single process or ward rather than a complete patient pathway which limits the scope of lean to improve healthcare processes (Radnor and Holweg, 2010).

Simulation has a much longer history in healthcare with regular articles on its implementation appearing from the 1970s (Brailsford and Vissers, 2011). Since the early 1990s there has been a huge increase, numbering thousands, in the number of articles being published on simulation in healthcare (Brailsford et al, 2009a). As for manufacturing, simulation promises many benefits for health applications including risk reduction for changes to processes, cost and lead time reduction, increased customer satisfaction and greater understanding of healthcare processes among their stakeholders (Hollocks, 1992). However, these benefits are not necessarily being achieved with much evidence to suggest that simulation is simply not having the impact it could in the health sector (Young et al, 2009).

So the story of lean and simulation in health seems to be one of unrealised potential to improve healthcare delivery. Within the research and this paper we have attempted to cultivate a symbiotic relationship between simulation and lean by creating an approach of ‘rapid modelling’ within a Lean event. We argue that this has allowed an innovative and novel approach of simulation to be developed whilst also supporting the sustainability of lean. We will first explore the separate roles of lean and simulation in healthcare, outlining their key assumptions and their implementation in the healthcare context. Following this we demonstrate that simulation and lean can be complementary methodologies and describe how the two approaches can be fused through the ‘SimLean’ approach. We briefly describe three examples of SimLean in action before concluding with an evaluation of the approach and an outline of further work on the development of SimLean.

2. Lean in Healthcare

Originating from the Toyota Motor Corporation, lean (also referred to as the Toyota Production System, TPS) is considered to be a radical alternative to the traditional method of mass production and batching principles for optimal efficiency, quality, speed and cost (Holweg, 2007). The history of lean production has been widely discussed, and shall not be recounted here; refer to (Ohno, 1988; Womack et al, 1990; Womack and Jones, 1996; Fujimoto, 1999; Hines et al, 2004; Holweg, 2007) for comprehensive reviews on TPS and lean production. Instead we will define lean in order to focus on the assumptions behind it, and discuss its applications in healthcare.

2.1 Defining Lean and its Key Assumptions

Although conceptually simple, it is not easy to define ‘lean’. The core to the lean philosophy is to continually improve a process by removing non-value added steps, or ‘waste’ (Japanese: ‘muda’). Taiichi Ohno defined seven wastes for a manufacturing environment (Ohno, 1988); these are shown in column 1 of table 1. It is not straightforward to transfer these across from high-volume repetitive manufacturing, into low-volume or even service environments.
Bicheno and Holweg (2009) attempt to translate Ohno’s wastes into a service environment and the NHS Institute for Improvement and Innovation (NHSI) (2007) adapted these further by giving examples of healthcare wastes. This translation and the healthcare examples are shown in columns 2 and 3 of table 1 respectively.

**Table 1 Ohno’s Original Seven Wastes, Service Wastes, and Healthcare Wastes**

|-------------------------------------------------|--------------------------------------------|-------------------------------------------|
| 1. *Transportation*: moving products that are not actually required to perform the processing | *Delay* on the part of customers waiting for service, for delivery, in queues, for response, not arriving as promised. | *Transportation*:  
- Staff walking to the other end of a ward to pick up notes  
- Central equipment stores for commonly used items instead of items located where they are used |
| 2. *Inventory*: all components, work in process and finished product not being processed | *Duplication*: Having to re-enter data, repeat details on forms, copy information across, answer queries from several sources within the same organisation. | *Inventory*:  
- Excess stock in storerooms that is not being used  
- Patients waiting to be discharged  
- Waiting lists |
| 3. *Motion*: people or equipment moving or walking more than is required to perform the processing | *Unnecessary Movement*: Queuing several times, lack of one-stop, poor ergonomics in the service encounter. | *Motion*:  
- Unnecessary staff movement looking for paperwork e.g. drug sheets not put back in the correct place, storing syringes and needles at opposite ends of the room  
- Not having basic equipment in every examination room |
| 4. *Waiting* (*Delay*): waiting for the next production step | *Unclear Communication* and the wastes of seeking clarification, confusion over product or service use, wasting time finding a location that may result in misuse or duplication. | *Waiting* for:  
- Patients, theatre staff, results, prescriptions and medicines  
- Doctors to discharge patients |
| 5. *Overproduction*: production ahead of demand | *Incorrect Inventory*: Out-of-stock, unable to get exactly what was required, | *Overproduction*:  
- Requesting unnecessary tests from pathology |
| 6. **Over- or inappropriate processing:** resulting from poor tool or product design creating activity | Opportunity Lost to retain or win customers, failure to establish rapport, ignoring customers, unfriendliness, and rudeness. | Over processing:  
- Duplication of information e.g. asking for patients’ details several times  
- Repeated clerking of patients |

| 7. **Defects:** the effort involved in inspecting for and fixing defects | Errors in the service transaction, product defects in the product-service bundle, lost or damaged goods. | Correction:  
- Readmission because of failed discharge or adverse drug reactions  
- Repeating tests because correct information was not provided |

Womack and Jones (1996) define lean and its implementation through 5 principles which are based on the assumption that organisations are made up of processes. These principles, outlined in table 2, link the concepts of value, waste reduction and continuous improvement (kaizen) into an ever-repeating process.

**Table 2** *The Five Lean Principles (Womack and Jones, 1996)*

1. Specify the value desired by the customer.  
2. Identify the value stream for each product/service providing that value and, challenge all of the wasted steps.  
3. Make the product flow continuously. Standardise processes around best practice allowing them to run more smoothly, freeing up time for creativity and innovation.  
4. Introduce ‘pull’ between all steps where continuous flow is impossible. Focus upon the demand from the customer and trigger events backwards through the value chain.  
5. Manage towards perfection so that non-value adding activity will be removed from the value chain so that the number of steps, amount of time and information needed to serve the customer continually falls.

This focus on waste alone, however, rather restricts the scope of lean. Originally, muda was one of three concepts: muda, mura and muri (Hines et al, 2008). Mura relates to ‘unevenness’, and argues for stable demand that enables smooth process flows. The more uneven demand, the more variation in the process, and the less efficient the process will be. Muri is the term for ‘excessive strain’, which argues for good working conditions that prevent injuries and strain on the worker which is a clear factor in reducing absenteeism.

There is a general perception that lean is only concerned with waste reduction and subsequent cost reduction. This is simply not true, and in fact marks a severe limitation of the common
understanding of lean. As Hines et al (2004) note, there are in fact two ways to increase customer value: by reducing waste and thus the cost of a product or service; or by increasing the value-adding activities without increasing the cost of the service or product.

Putting all these elements together, lean can be defined as ‘a management practice based on the philosophy of continuously improving processes by either increasing customer value or reducing non-value adding activities (Muda), process variation (Mura), and poor work conditions (Muri).’ (Radnor and Holweg, 2010)

2.2 The Implementation of Lean in Healthcare

As outlined in table 1, the implementation of lean in a healthcare setting, particularly a hospital, should remove duplicate processes and unnecessary procedures such as: recording patient details in multiple formats and places; patients being moved to wards before beds are available; patients being moved from one ward to another; excessive waiting for doctors and consultants; and uncoordinated, variable discharge processes resulting in a longer length of stay than necessary (NHSI, 2007).

Evidence presented through the literature indicates that lean has been embraced across public services, including healthcare, especially since 2005 (Radnor, 2010). Brandao de Souza (2009) gives a historical perspective on the implementation of lean into healthcare suggesting that the use of lean in the UK first appeared in 2001 and, in the USA in 2002. Since then the number of academic articles has risen with ‘over 90 publications found in ten countries from 2002 onwards referring to the use of lean in healthcare’ (Brandao de Souza, 2009, p.122).

Table 3 illustrates some examples of the implementation of lean in health and the methodology adopted. The third column lists the benefits of the lean implementation with tangible benefits focusing on a reduction in time, space and cost. The resulting improvements in quality and dependability will impact on both efficiency and effectiveness. Intangible benefits include a better understanding of patients, cross-team synergies, and a rise in employee motivation and morale.

Table 3  Examples of Lean Implementation in Healthcare (Wysocki, 2004; Guthrie, 2006; Radnor et al, 2006)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Organisation</th>
<th>Methodology</th>
<th>Impact</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Scotland Cancer Treatment</td>
<td>Lean</td>
<td>Patient waiting times to first appointment reduced from an average 23 to 12 days and improvement of patient flow time for patients of 48%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| Royal Bolton Hospital        | Bolton Improving Care Systems (Lean) | Direct savings of £3.1m  
Death rate for patients fell by a third.  
The time taken to process important categories |

5
6 days.

Reduced staff walking by 167 miles a year. Reduce lab space by 825 sq ft and specimen processing turnaround time by 20% Reduced manpower by 11 Full Time Equivalents (FTEs), who were redirected to other critical work. Average length of stay decreased from 6.29 days to 5.72 days.

**UK Hospital**

Application of lean principles and techniques from GP to hospital appointment

Implementation of an intranet based waiting list module brought about greatly reduced waiting times.

**The Pittsburgh General Hospital**

Lean techniques

Change to the procedure for intravenous line insertion giving a 90% drop in the number of infections after just 90 days. The new procedures saved almost $500,000 a year in intensive-care-unit costs.

In terms of lean activities, we can distinguish between three groups of tools: assessment, improvement, and performance monitoring. **Assessment** tools, such as process mapping, are used to review the performance of existing organisational processes in terms of their waste, flow or capacity to add value. **Improvement** tools are used to support and improve processes. For instance, Rapid Improvement Events (RIEs), which are held over 3 to 5 days, involve staff evaluating, developing and redesigning processes through problem solving or housekeeping tools such as 5S (sorting, setting in order, sweeping, standardising and sustaining). Finally, **monitoring** tools are used to measure and monitor the processes and their improvement. These include visual management which promotes the use of visible information via performance boards to manage the work. There is evidence to show that these tools are in use in hospitals and that they are improving emergency care services, intensive care units and operating units, and reducing waiting times (Silvester et al., 2004).

Although lean is increasingly prevalent in healthcare, there is little evidence of a full implementation of lean to the level achieved by Toyota (Spear, 2005). Indeed, the literature suggests that healthcare organisations are implementing lean by using simple tools and techniques on small enclosed projects which are creating ‘pockets of best practice’ (Brandao de Souza, 2009; Radnor and Holweg, 2010). Royal Bolton NHS Foundation Trust is cited as the closest to a complete application of lean in the UK (Radnor, 2010).

These findings are mirrored by those from our own study. Radnor et al (2009) analysed the annual reports 2007/08 of 152 acute hospital trusts in England for evidence of lean led improvement activity. In the sample, 80 (53%) hospital trusts cite the application of lean...
principles. The extent of lean implementation was found to vary considerably between hospital trusts. This ranged from those that cited the use of tools such as process mapping and 5S, to those that specified a few ad hoc projects, to those with a clearly defined programme of service improvement based around lean methodology. Only five hospital trusts attested to the adoption of lean principles as part of the culture of the organisation, aligning strategy with operational objectives and developing a philosophy of work based around continuous improvement and lean. The most frequent category of approach to lean implementation, however, was identified as a ‘few projects’, thus supporting the picture projected from the extant literature that many hospital trusts currently implementing lean are doing small projects that do not form part of an integrated approach to service improvement (Spear, 2005; Young and McClean, 2008; Brandao de Souza, 2009; Radnor and Holweg, 2010).

3. Simulation in Healthcare

In a similar fashion to lean, discrete-event simulation (DES), which is the simulation approach that this paper focuses on, emerged from manufacturing. The first DES language was developed by K.D. Tocher for the United Steel Corporation in the late 1950s (Tocher and Owen, 2008). Useful histories of the development of DES can be found in Nance and Sargent (2002), Robinson (2005) and Hollocks (2006, 2008). Here we will focus on the definition of and assumptions behind DES, and discuss its applications in healthcare.

3.1 Defining DES and its Key Assumptions

Banks et al (2005, p. 3) define simulation as ‘the imitation of the operation of a real-world process or system over time.’ DES is a specific approach to simulating processes and systems in which the state of a system changes instantaneously at points in time, for instance, a customer arrives or a service activity is completed. This approach is particularly suited to modelling queuing systems (Pidd, 2004). Of course, many healthcare processes can be conceived as queuing systems in which it is primarily patients who wait.

Robinson (2004) discusses the key reason for using DES as the need to model processes that are subject to variability and that are interconnected, which leads to complexity. Variability can be thought of in terms of predictable variability (e.g. shift changeovers) and unpredictable variability (e.g. patient arrival patterns and consultation times). Given that most processes are subject to a range of sources of variability, which are interconnected (e.g. arrival profiles, to triage time, to initial consultation time, etc.), the process becomes complex. As a result, the performance of the process is difficult to predict; hence the need for simulation. Complexity arises not just from the scale of the process under investigation, but also through the dynamic interaction and feedback between elements of the process. Meanwhile, queues emerge between process steps as a result of the complex interaction of individual processes which are subject to variability. Hence the key assumptions of DES are that processes are subject to variability, they are interconnected and complex; queues emerge
within the process and process performance (process flow) is difficult, or indeed impossible, to predict without a simulation.

DES is primarily used as a means for testing whether a proposed process performs as expected and to look for means of improving a process. According to Hollocks (1992) the common benefits of using DES in a manufacturing context are risk reduction, greater understanding, operating cost reduction, lead time reduction, faster plant changes, capital cost reduction and improved customer service. These benefits can easily be translated to other contexts such as services and healthcare. The actual implementation of DES in healthcare may not be so straightforward with authors positing a range of reasons why implementing DES in healthcare is more problematic than in other domains (Brailsford, 2005; Kuljis et al, 2007; Eldabi, 2009; Young et al, 2009). Two key differences that are stated in relation to the stakeholders are: the difficulty of engaging them in DES studies, and the problem of managing the conflicting interests of multiple stakeholders (Brailsford et al, 2009b; Eldabi, 2009).

3.2 The Implementation of DES in Healthcare

DES then, provides a means for improving healthcare processes by enabling options to be tested and experimented with before making costly investments. As a result, it helps reduce wasted resources and identify unforeseen impacts of change (NHSI, 2010a).

The history of DES for healthcare applications goes back as early as the 1960s (Pitt, 2008) with regular articles being published from the 1970s (Brailsford et al, 2009a). Today, there is a huge interest in the academic literature in the use of DES to help improve healthcare provision. Brailsford et al (2009a) claim to have found over 176,000 articles on modelling and simulation in healthcare, of which a quarter they estimate are on simulation. Over 80% of these articles have appeared since the 1990s. Indeed, there seems to be an increasing growth in papers on modelling in healthcare. Brailsford et al estimate that currently the number of articles is expanding at a rate of 30 per day.

Within this literature there are many examples of DES being applied across a wide range of healthcare activities and issues. Here we provide some examples for illustrative purposes. Cook County Hospital in Chicago investigated the spread and containment of hospital-acquired infections using a DES model (Hagtvedt et al, 2009). Through the model the benefits of hand hygiene and isolation policies were identified. Aaby et al (2006) describe how Montgomery County’s Public Health Service (Maryland) uses DES to help plan for disease outbreaks such as pandemic flu or from bioterrorism attacks. The model helps identify staff resources and to design clinics to reduce congestion for dispensing vaccines to the community. North Mersey Community National Health Service Trust in the UK used DES to improve walk-in health centres by smoothing demand (using mixed walk-in and scheduled appointments) and investigating staffing requirements (Aston et al, 2005). University Hospital Wales investigated the bed requirements in a critical care unit using a DES model in order to minimise the cancellation of elective surgery while maintaining a
reasonable level of bed-occupancy (Griffiths et al, 2010). Katsaliaki and Brailsford (2007) discuss the modelling of ordering policies in the blood supply chain. The aim of the model is to reduce shortages and waste, improve service levels and safety, and reduce cost.

Where DES is being applied a significant focus is on operational models, especially of emergency departments (Pitt, 2008). Indeed, Paul et al (2010) found 43 simulation studies of emergency departments in the literature. Outside of this, reviews of simulation in healthcare show a wide range of other applications such as: planning, scheduling, reorganisation and management of healthcare and hospital services, communicable diseases, bio-terrorism, screening, costs of illness, economic evaluation (comparing alternative healthcare interventions), policy and strategy evaluation (Fone et al, 2003; Mustafee et al, 2010) and performance modelling (Güenal and Pidd, 2010). Jacobson et al (2006) provide a comprehensive review of healthcare applications for DES under two headings: patient flow and healthcare asset allocation. Meanwhile, Jun et al (1999) specifically focus on DES applications in healthcare clinics, identifying applications in the following areas from a review of the literature: patient scheduling and admissions, patient routing and flow schemes, scheduling and availability of resources, and allocation of resources (bed sizing and planning, room sizing and planning, staff sizing and planning). Eldabi et al (2007) suggest a future focus for simulation in healthcare should be on whole system modelling; something that is demonstrated through a simplified simulation model of a whole hospital by Güenal and Pidd (2011).

Despite the burgeoning literature on healthcare simulation and some success stories, it appears that in practice simulation is having much less impact on healthcare than it does in other sectors, particularly manufacturing and defence (Young et al, 2009). Much of the work is led by academic groups for research purposes and this is having only limited impact on healthcare practice. Our own research also highlights the limited use of simulation by healthcare trusts. From a search of the 2007/08 annual reports of 152 acute general hospital trusts in the UK, only seven are identified as using modelling and simulation.

4. A Fusion of DES and Lean

There is only limited evidence of simulation and lean being used together; see, for instance, Jahangirian et al. (2010). Simulations which are played out manually to demonstrate lean principles for training purposes are not uncommon. For a useful review see Badurdeen et al (2010). In some cases these are even computerised (e.g. Ncube, 2010), but such ‘games’ are not full DES models and they do not represent the participants’ real system.

A prime use for DES has been for creating a dynamic process, or value stream, map. In this case DES is typically used to model the as-is and the to-be processes; the simulation effectively acting as an enhanced map (Dennis et al. 2000; Abdulmalek and Rajgopal, 2006; Marvel and Standridge, 2009; Anand and Kodali, 2009; Solding and Gullander, 2009). Reijersa and Liman Mansar (2005) identify simulation as a useful tool within a wider business process redesign framework. Meanwhile, Fredendall et al. (2010) use simulation to
study work load control rules, seeing such methods for reducing work-in-progress as an essential element of a lean approach. There are also examples of DES being used for more general learning about lean principles. Shannon et al (2010) describe a DES model that enables the user to explore the impact of alternative lean strategies such as batch size, workstation processing time, rework time and WIP storage capacity on a hypothetical production system. Detty and Yingling (2000) describe a DES model of a real assembly system with and without lean principles implemented as a means for understanding the benefits of lean.

In a healthcare context, Young et al (2004) see DES as a means for determining the benefits of lean (and other process improvement methodologies) before implementation. Khurma et al (2008) provide a specific example of using DES to investigate the impact of lean improvements in an emergency department. Otherwise, much of the lean specific work focuses on teaching lean principles either through manual or computer-based games, but not specifically with DES (e.g. see NHSI, 2010b). Although they do not specifically discuss DES and lean, Proudlove et al (2007) demonstrate how the use of simple models can be effective in giving generic insights into improving patient flow.

4.1 DES and Lean: Complementary Methodologies

The discussion above demonstrates that DES and lean are largely adopted in isolation to one another. This is despite them having a similar motivation, that is, improvement of processes and service delivery. We can investigate the complementarity of DES and lean from a theoretical perspective by considering how the key assumptions of DES fit the three key concepts of lean: muda, mura and muri.

*DES and Muda.* Table 4 sets out how the key assumptions of DES (in italics) match the lean concept of muda (reducing waste) as defined by Ohno. This is achieved by identifying the role of DES in helping to reduce each of the seven wastes defined by Ohno.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ohno’s Original Wastes</th>
<th>Role of DES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. <em>Transportation:</em> moving products that are not actually required to perform the processing</td>
<td>Modelling the <em>process flow</em> and measuring transportation times</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. <em>Inventory:</em> all components, work in process and finished product not being processed</td>
<td>Modelling <em>queues</em> (inventory)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. <em>Motion:</em> people or equipment moving or walking more than is required to perform the processing</td>
<td>Modelling the <em>interconnection</em> between resources (people and equipment) and the process</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. <em>Waiting (Delay):</em> waiting for the</td>
<td>Modelling <em>queues</em> that evolve as a result of</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
next production step | variability in interconnected processes
---|---
5. *Overproduction*: production ahead of demand | Modelling the interconnection between variability in demand and variability in production
6. *Over- or inappropriate processing*: resulting from poor tool or product design creating activity | Modelling the process flow and measuring utilisation of resources and processes
7. *Defects*: the effort involved in inspecting for and fixing defects | Modelling of variability in defect incidence and detection, and its impact (interconnection) on the process flow

**DES and Mura.** The need to model *variability* is a key assumption of DES since this is a major source of process inefficiency. Similarly, mura argues that unevenness in demand (which is a key source of process variability) leads to process inefficiency.

**DES and Muri.** DES models of the *process flow* enable the utilisation of resources, including workers and staff, to be determined and bottlenecks to be identified. Understanding how workers are being utilised also provides insights into their wellbeing and safety. In a similar fashion, muri focuses on reducing the strain on workers and staff.

Given the similarity in motivation between DES and lean, and the correspondence between their concepts and underlying assumptions, we argue and have illustrated theoretically that DES and lean are indeed complementary methodologies.

### 4.2 The Complementarity of DES and Lean: An Empirical Perspective

We have obtained further evidence for complementarity of DES and lean through interviews with a cross section of employees in two UK hospital trusts (table 5): one in the north west of England and the other in the midlands region. A total of 36 interviews took place in two trusts with senior executive managers, senior medical consultants, departmental managers, nurses, support workers, ward clerks and staff trained in lean facilitation. All interviews were conducted using an identical semi-structured format allowing them all to be consistently rich in depth and detail. The structure sought to solicit data relating to the context of service improvement, the perceptions and understanding of what lean is and how lean was being implemented in the trust. As part of the interview process the interviewees were introduced to the concept of computer based simulation through a simple screenshot of a model and an explanation of the idea of DES. They were then asked about their enthusiasm for using DES and about their perception of the potential for its use alongside lean.

**Table 5 Key Characteristics of the Case Study Hospital Trusts**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Hospital A</th>
<th>Hospital Z</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Location</td>
<td>Midlands region of England</td>
<td>North west England</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of employees</td>
<td>6,500</td>
<td>3,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local catchment population (approx.)</td>
<td>500,000</td>
<td>320,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of interviews</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Method of lean implementation</td>
<td>Programme of 18 projects across two years Internal change team</td>
<td>Systemic: an ‘Improving Care System’</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

All the interviews were recorded and transcribed verbatim and analysed using NVivo 8 (2010). Individual case reports were generated based around the emergent themes of the transcripts. The report was then presented to each trust’s senior executives for validation.

All the respondents were supportive of the use of DES alongside lean. When they were asked how they thought DES might be used alongside lean, perceptions generally fell into two categories of use: ‘an interactive and dynamic process map’ bringing the process map to life; and a ‘what-if’ scenario tool for experimenting with process configurations and testing proposed changes.

The most frequently cited use for DES with lean was in the form of an electronic value stream map. The benefits of such were described as a ‘dynamic’ visualisation of the process that can be used interactively with the added benefit of being able to demonstrate the value stream mapping (VSM) exercise to people who were not in attendance when the VSM was created. One lean leader recalled an example where a second RIE was needed to implement a change since the participants failed to buy-in to an improvement idea the first time around. This respondent felt that the model may have avoided the need for the second RIE as the proposed change could have been simulated using the model. Others, particularly medical consultants, were attracted to the visual aspect of a DES model. Meanwhile, some medical consultants expressed their dislike of process maps drawn on brown paper and post-it notes (a typical feature of lean led improvement activity), adding ‘a computer simulation using real data would provide you with a dynamic process map and I have to say a dynamic process map would give me more of an understanding of a process than someone putting yellow and green post-its on a brown bit of paper on a wall.’

Although not a computer-based or a DES model, many respondents spoke favourably about simulated games in which they learnt about lean principles. These were typically delivered through Lego-brick games of manufacturing processes. Their aim is to provide key lessons in reducing waste and improving flow.

5. SimLean: Using DES with Lean in Healthcare

So, given that there is a clear complementarity of DES and lean and also a positive interest in using DES with lean in a healthcare context, how can DES be used as part of a lean initiative in a healthcare organisation? Based on our understanding of DES and lean, and the responses from the interviews in the hospital trusts, we are able to identify three key roles for DES with lean (figure 1): educate, engage/facilitate and experiment/evaluate. These roles roughly equate to activities that would happen before, during and after a lean event such as an RIE. We describe this approach for integrating DES and lean in healthcare as ‘SimLean’ and the
three roles are denoted as SimLean Educate, SimLean Facilitate and SimLean Evaluate respectively.

**Figure 1** SimLean: The Roles of DES with Lean in Healthcare

![Diagram of SimLean Roles](image)

**SimLean Educate.** DES can play an educational role in teaching key lean principles. It provides a powerful means for demonstrating and understanding the dynamics of healthcare processes. This enables key lessons to be learnt in terms of reducing waste (muda), unevenness (mura) and excessive strain (muri). DES also provides an environment in which ideas can be tried out rapidly, giving much faster turnaround than can be achieved through manual simulation exercises such as Lego-brick games. The idea is to have one or more pre-built standard DES models that can be used for delivering key lean lessons. These models could be used as part of general lean training (before a lean event starts) or during a lean event, at the start and/or part way into the event if a specific lesson would prove useful at this point (e.g. for myth busting).

**SimLean Facilitate.** Most lean events that concentrate on process flow involve the drawing of a process map. There is a clear interest in using DES to create a dynamic version of this map. This could be achieved during an event through the rapid development of a simple process map DES model which could then be used to better understand the dynamics of the as-is process, engaging the participants, and to facilitate the exploration of alternative ideas for the to-be process during the event.

**SimLean Evaluate.** This involves the development of detailed DES models of to-be processes which would be used to experiment with alternative options and to evaluate their effectiveness. This is very much a traditional use of DES which typically requires days to weeks of modelling, detailed data, thorough model validation and statistically sound experimentation. By its very nature this would have to take place after a lean event as a
means for testing the ideas generated from the event and creating new suggestions where necessary. Such models could also be used in the longer-term to aid implementation and as the basis for continuous improvement.

We now provide brief examples of SimLean Educate, SimLean Facilitate and SimLean Evaluate.

5.1 Example of SimLean Educate

Figure 2 shows an example of a SimLean Educate model that we have used with University Hospitals Coventry and Warwickshire NHS Trust at the beginning of a one day workshop to improve theatre processes. It shows patients arriving, initially as a batch at the beginning of a theatre session, and going to a holding bay where they are prepared for theatre. Following their operation the patients wait in a recovery area and then they are either discharged or admitted to a ward. The model generates results on the utilisation of resources, size of queues and the number of patients in the system (including arrivals and discharges).

**Figure 2 Example SimLean Educate DES Model: Theatres Process**

This model is based on a standard SimLean Educate model which was calibrated through a pre-event meeting with the lean team at the trust. The aim of the calibration meeting is not to develop an exact representation of the real process, but to set process names and the model data (quantities of resources and timings) to approximately the right level. In this way the workshop participants are able to identify with the process represented in the model. We have been able to use this same model for an outpatients event simply by changing process names and data, and with some minor changes to the process represented. As such, the model shown in figure 2 can quickly be adapted for many different healthcare contexts.

As part of an improvement workshop the model is presented in a 30 to 45 minute session through a Powerpoint presentation that outlines the purpose of the session, the nature of the
model and the results that the model generates. The participants are then taken through two or three lean lessons which are demonstrated by running the model and summarising the relevant results. Typical lessons that we have demonstrated using this model are the effects of: batching patients, prioritisation of patients, safeguarding resources for specific activities and changes in resource utilisation.

5.2 Example of SimLean Facilitate

We participated in a one week RIE at Royal Bolton Hospital NHS Foundation Trust that looked at the paediatric observation and assessment unit (Worthington et al, 2010). The workshop, which was led by the Bolton Improving Care System (BICS) team (the Trust’s lean transformation team), involved managerial, nursing and clinical staff, including consultants. On the first day of the workshop the participants generated the process map shown in figure 3 which was then converted into a dynamic process map (figure 4) using the SIMUL8 DES software (SIMUL8, 2010) in time for the second day of the workshop. As the model ran it provided a dynamic visual display of the process and it generated results on queue sizes, resource utilisation and the number of patients in the system. The simulation was demonstrated during the second day of the workshop and used to explore some alternative process designs. The model showed that triaging while the patient was in a bed did not create a major problem; as a result, it was decided to trial this idea. The model also showed that it was important for a doctor to visit the unit in the afternoon so that any discharges can be made before the evening rush.

**Figure 3** Process Map for Bolton Paediatric Observation and Assessment Unit (Worthington et al, 2010)

![Figure 3: Process Map for Bolton Paediatric Observation and Assessment Unit](image)

**Figure 4** SIMUL8 DES Model of the Bolton Process Map

![Figure 4: SIMUL8 DES Model of the Bolton Process Map](image)
Generating a dynamic process map so rapidly requires tools that enable rapid modelling, a simplified model and access to the required data. DES tools such as SIMUL8 enable basic constructs such as activities, queues, arrivals and routing to be assembled quickly. However, it is important to restrict the detail that is modelled to a simple level. This not only facilitates rapid modelling, but it also has the advantage of limiting the data requirements (Robinson, 2008). Indeed, we only ask for approximate data on patient arrivals, process timings (minimum, mode and maximum) and routing from one process to another (based on percentages or type of patient). These are the sort of data that can be either estimated or collected as part of the workshop, giving even greater engagement with and ownership of the model by the workshop participants. As a result of the model simplifications, the dynamic process map has relatively low fidelity, but it does provide information and an understanding of the process beyond that of a static process map. To create a higher fidelity model would require a greater level of detail and more accurate data. This can be achieved through SimLean Evaluate, which might use the SimLean Facilitate model as a basis for developing a more detailed model.

5.3 Example of SimLean Evaluate

We developed a detailed simulation of a cystic fibrosis (CF) clinic for the Heart of England NHS Foundation Trust in Birmingham. The CF clinic has over 300 patients from a wide geographical area who make regular visits. The facility has eight treatment rooms with patients needing to go through a series of treatment stages on each visit. Given the danger of cross infections, it is important to reduce to a minimum the time that patients spend in the communal waiting area.

Based on a map of the CF clinic process the simulation model shown in figure 5 was created. Albeit a relatively small model, it did contain detailed information on patient arrivals, times in treatment rooms, the complex paths possible through the process, the allocation of work to the medical staff and the flow of patient notes. Following model validation with the CF team, model runs were used as a catalyst for discussion around issues such as the impact of did-not-attends, the ordering of activities and the bottlenecks caused by the length of the clinicians’ consultation times. This enabled the team to generate ways of improving the process, for example, they identified that it is important for a doctor to see the patient first and then for a
nurse to follow immediately after. This is because of the high variability in nurse consultation times. It was decided to improve communication by putting hangers on the consultation room doors to show which member of staff is with a patient. The model also demonstrated that one spirolgist is insufficient.

Figure 5 SIMUL8 DES Model of the Heart of England CF Clinic

6. Discussion and Conclusion

DES and lean have a similar motivation – improvement of processes and service delivery. From a theoretical and empirical perspective we have demonstrated that they can be complementary methodologies. They are, however, largely adopted in isolation to one another. The SimLean approach aims to provide a fusion between DES and lean so they can work in mutual benefit. Indeed, SimLean represents a symbiotic relationship between DES and lean making the implementation of SimLean greater than the sum of DES and lean acting alone. The examples described above illustrate how SimLean Educate, Facilitate and Evaluate have provided successful implementations of DES with lean complementing each other in practice.

The key aim of SimLean is to improve the impact of both DES and lean enabling them to work in mutual benefit to the improvement of healthcare systems. From a simulation perspective, SimLean addresses the issue of stakeholder engagement with simulation, which is a critical problem with using DES in healthcare (Brailsford et al, 2009b). It does so in three ways. First, a lean event already calls upon multiple stakeholders at all levels of the healthcare organisation. By drawing DES into this environment it greatly increases the likelihood that the stakeholders will engage with the DES model. Second, using DES during a lean event provides a means for debating alternative views and providing an evidence base for reaching an accommodation of ideas. As a result, SimLean helps manage the conflicting
interests of multiple stakeholders. Thirdly, because SimLean Educate involves the use of existing models and SimLean Facilitate involves rapid modelling, this mitigates the impediment of DES modelling taking too long for stakeholders to be engaged. Indeed, we have found that the use of DES during lean workshops has increased stakeholder interest in going on to full scale DES modelling, that is, SimLean Evaluate.

From a lean perspective, SimLean aims to improve the impact of lean in a healthcare environment. SimLean Educate enhances learning about lean through the use of pre-built standard simulation models. In particular, the simulation brings to life lessons about process flow in healthcare and helps to be a ‘myth buster’ regarding the beliefs held regarding the system. In this way it acts as a catalyst to change the focus of the discussion within the lean event. From a simulation perspective SimLean Educate means that the simulation intervention is carried out in a very short timeframe and so it allows engagement with simulation from a wider group of stakeholder.

SimLean Facilitate increases the impact of lean. For example, in healthcare lean focuses on the redesign of processes to reduce waste. However, our early research identified a key barrier to the implementation of a redesign was changing mindsets, not least because making changes to a process in a healthcare environment is not something that can be done easily, without disruption or without risk. As such, large impact changes in healthcare require a clear justification and rationale which need to be communicated clearly across all staff from the ward clerks to the Chief Executive. DES provides a means for doing this by allowing staff at all levels to better understand their process and to experiment with process changes in a computer simulated world which means the trialling is ‘cheaper’ and ‘safer’ than implementing physical changes.

SimLean Evaluate provides for a longer term fusion of simulation and lean, maintaining its impact and potentially improving the sustainability of lean. Overall SimLean generates a virtuous circle between DES and lean. Lean generates greater engagement with DES which in turn increases the impact of lean.

In summary, the research and examples given, show that SimLean makes simulation more accessible and lean more sustainable. It represents a new and innovative use of simulation which is rapid and makes lean process mapping in particular more dynamic. Future work on SimLean will involve further testing and refining of SimLean Educate and SimLean Facilitate. A number of SimLean Educate models could be developed for different contexts that could then be used by lean transformation teams during lean workshops. Tools could be provided that will help with the rapid development of SimLean Facilitate models, for instance, spreadsheets for handling data and tools for automatically generating simulation models from process maps. A web based handbook, that will enable lean practitioners to implement SimLean, is in the process of being developed. We also envisage trialling the concept in other contexts beyond healthcare. We believe that healthcare has been a useful context to develop SimLean due to some of the inherent challenges around time and the clinical/managerial divide. But we also believe that SimLean is not an approach that is suited
to just this context. Implementing SimLean in contexts beyond healthcare will provide further evidence of the complementary roles of DES and lean.
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